TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR TARIFF DETERMINATION FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES) (FIRST AMENDMENT)

NOTIFICATION
The 13th July, 2018


1. Short title and commencement and Extent

1.1 These Regulations may be called the Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions for Tariff Determination from Renewable Energy Sources) (First Amendment) Regulations 2018.

1.2 These regulations shall come into force on the date of publication in the official Gazette, and unless reviewed earlier or extended by the Commission, shall remain in force for a period of 3 years from the date of commencement.

1.3 These Regulations shall extend to the whole of the State of Bihar.
2. **Amendment of Regulations-7**

   Following new sub-regulation shall be added in Regulation 7 as (a)(vii) and (a)(viii):
   
   "(vii) Solar Photo Voltaic (P.V.) Power Project including Solar Rooftop PV Project (5 MW and above)"
   "(viii) Solar Thermal Power Project (5 MW and above)"

   The distribution licensee shall endeavor to procure power from renewable energy sources through competitive bidding, except from the waste to energy plants. Procurement of power by Distribution Licensee from renewable energy sources from projects above the notified capacity, shall be done through competitive bidding process, from the date to be notified by the Central Government.

3. **Amendment of Regulation-28**

   Following shall be added after end of the heading of Regulation 28:-
   "having installed capacity less than 5 MW"

4. **Amendment of Regulations-29**

   Following shall be added after end of the heading of Regulation 29-
   "having installed capacity less than 5 MW".

5. **Amendment of Regulations-33**

   Regulations "33" shall be deleted.

   By order of the Commission,
   NIRAD PRAKASH,
   Secretary.
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